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"When you die, it does not mean that you get rid of to cancer. You beat cancer by how you live,
why you live, and the manner in which you live." (Stuart Scott) The fearless, intimate, and inspiring
story behind ESPN anchor Stuart Scott's unrelenting fight against cancer. He wanted to become
there for his teenage daughters, Sydni and Taelor, not only as their dad but as an immutable
exemplory case of dedication and courage. Countless surgeries, enervating chemotherapies,
countless shuttling from your home to hospital to office and back again - Stuart continued defying
fate, pressing himself through exercises and routines that held him strong. Struck by appendiceal
cancer in 2007, Stuart battled this rare disease with an unimaginable tenacity and vigor. Not merely
do Stuart relate his personal story - his childhood in North Carolina, his supportive family members,
his athletic escapades, his on-the-job training as a fledgling sportscaster, his being employed and
eventual triumphs at ESPN - but he shared his intimate struggles to maintain his story going. It was
both a labor of like and a love letter alive itself. Shortly just before he passed away, on January 4,
2015, Stuart Scott completed focus on this memoir. Every Day I Battle is a saga of love, an
inspiration to us all.
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 Stuart Scott! This reserve provides his tenacity and grit front and middle for the reader to embrace.
Throughout most of it I was considering, "How on earth did he persevere like this?" interspersed with
"What perform I have to complain about?" It certainly made me look in the mirror and motivated me
to press on through what I right now see as the petty annoyances in my own life. Great go through
for all. That is a wonderful read for anyone, but essential read for those folks dealing with the
unimaginable. I read this reserve after my father was identified as having cancer. At the time, we did
not know how much time he previously (it turned out to be about 13 months). This book helped me
better understand what my dad was going through, what might be useful, and what isn't helpful at
all. This is a great tutorial for a thing that none folks were prepared to cope with. Well written,
extremely thoughtful, and incredibly natural. Must read for those suffering from cancer. This reserve
was a classic blessing. He truly beat malignancy! I wasn't an enormous Stuart Scott fan.. I chose
this publication as a malignancy survivor myself. As a cancer tumor patient, reading this reserve
provides helped me gain a better outlook on life and to become a tougher individual. It had been my
loss not really watching even more of him on ESPN, but Every Day I Fight is an excellent tribute to
how lived life. Just about everybody deals with some type of cancers either themselves or someone
you care about. Five Stars His willingness to talk about his struggles and the will to conquer! Joy
and pain Was always a lover of Stuart Scott though We was unacquainted with his struggle with
cancer until close to the end of his life. The book does go into detail about his battle with the
condition, but also chronicles his life time. It is an enjoyable read with regards to his career and
family. It is heartbreaking in relation to his struggle with cancer.. just like Jimmy V stated Cancer is
definitely a killer. No one survives. Ecstatic reading! I recommend this book if you're thinking about
making a life switch in a far more positive direction. Stuart , like Jimmy, is a beautiful example of
never quitting; of fighting for what counts; living here and today, the present; savoring those who
matter most inside our own existence; cherishing every moment more than you do before the
diagnosis. And to enjoy the little things in life. RIP Stuart Scott R. Much of the book consisted of
plenty of dashing from coast to coast, hence the summary quotation on the last web page. Patient
to patient Although I can not relate to some of this book(competition issues), it finished up being
important that I linked to some of it.until now. Some of the terms Stuart Scott compiled in this
publication struck me as points that I have already been trying to say but failed to find the phrases
to take action. An uplifting book, but also very unfortunate, as I browse the reserve I was wishing
the tale would end in different ways and that he was still with us. Must Read Engaging content
Amazing Read This is a really good read. I've two daughters and could relate to Stuart on many
amounts. If you have known anyone fighting tumor, this book will provide you with a better
knowledge of some of their inner thoughts and fears. Inspirational. Stuart really gives great insight on
the mental and actually aspects of battling tumor, and it certainly puts items in perspective. Inspiring
story from a legendendary sports activities mind. Rest in piece Stuart, you inspire many every day,
booyah! Remission, sure but beating it, not yet, ideally someday.!!.. After viewing the Espy awards, it
was a logical choice!! Inspirational Perfectly written and inspirational I would have liked more of his
faith filled phrases as he shared within the last chapter.I.P.Inspiring, Insightful Stuart's battle with
tumor was largely kept private until he neared his end. Amazing book! Stuart really gives great
insight on the mental and physically aspects of battling . Got me laughing and crying at the same
time.However, between occasionally, exactly like Jimmy V mentioned, never give up!! Amazing book!
This book will help you understand what the patient is going through. Great book! Shows how you
should never give up in lifestyle. The air is usually sweeter, the grass greener, clouds whiter,
everything, regardless of how small isn't insignificant. Following the diagnosis, this is a whole new
world!
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